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DISCLAIMER
While every care is taken to over-engineer parts for safety, and try to address all the possible safety issues 
imaginable, we still need to make a legal disclaimer given the way the legal system is going nowadays. Not 
that I’d be worth suing anyway, ha.

Basically, you use any information on the website or in this info pack, and any associated parts and 
wheels, at your own risk. No responsibility is taken for any injury, death, or damages, arising from using the 
information, parts or wheels. It is your responsibility to undertake any mechanical, engineering or specialist 
checks and inspections by relevant professionals to determine if the information and parts supplied will be 
safe for use on your bike. It is also your responsibility to investigate any requirements, inspections and/
or approvals that may be required by relevant government, transport or other authorities for use on public 
roads or race tracks. All of this, of course, would apply for any set of motard wheels you buy from anyone.  
A legal eagle mate of mine insisted I put the following legal disclaimer on everything. So here it is in legal 
jargon.
NO WARRANTIES
The information packs, motard parts kits, and complete wheel kits, are provided “as is” without any representations or warranties, express or 
implied. No representations or warranties in relation to these information packs, motard parts kits, complete wheel kits, or any information and 
materials provided on this website, are made.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, there is no guarantee that the information on this website, or any information 
packs supplied, is complete, true, accurate or non-misleading. All information supplied on this website, and in any information packs, is only 
information of a general nature, and does constitute, or is meant to constitute, advice of any kind, and and cannot substitute for the advice of a 
licensed professional (e.g. by a competent authority with specialised knowledge who can apply it to the particular circumstances of your case).
LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
I will not be liable to you (whether under the law of contact, the law of torts or otherwise) in relation to the contents of, or use of, or otherwise in 
connection with, any information, parts, or wheels supplied:
• for any indirect, special or consequential loss; or
• for any death or personal injury; or
• for any business losses, loss of revenue, income, profits or anticipated savings, loss of contracts or business relationships, loss of reputation or 
goodwill, or loss or corruption of information or data.
REASONABLENESS
By using any of the information on this website, information packs, parts kits, or complete wheel kits, you agree that the exclusions and 
limitations of liability set out in this disclaimer are reasonable. If you do not think they are reasonable, you must not use information on this 
website, or purchase information packs, parts kits, or complete wheel kits.
UNENFORCEABLE PROVISIONS
If any provision of this legal disclaimer is, or is found to be, unenforceable under applicable law, that will not affect the enforceability of the other 
provisions of this legal disclaimer.

spoked motard wheels
This info pack is primarily for fitting cast wheels to dirt bikes, but plenty of the information within fits if you 
are adapting spoked motard wheels that weren’t designed for your bike, as you’ll still need to match up your 
discs, axle sizes and wheel spacers to suit.

metric and imperial
All measurements in this info pack are in metric (except for wheel diameters and rim widths), so apologies 
to the very few countries still on imperial measurements for all bike parts.

parts or complete motard kits
If getting the parts machined is too much hassle, remember we can supply parts or complete wheels too.

feedback and copyright
We welcome your feedback on this information pack to improve it for other motarders. Please email any 
feedback to: motard.drz400@gmail.com . This pack is sold cheaply to cover the costs of putting together, 
so we’d appreciate if you simply referred other DRZ owners to our site and not break copyright by posting 
this information pack on the Internet. 
Ken Campbell   ken.campbell62@gmail.com
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why use cast WHEELS?
CHEAPER
If you get your cast wheels cheaply then your complete kit can cost much less 
than spoked motard wheels.
CUSH DRIVE & BETTER BRAKE OPTIONS 
A cush drive prolongs the life of your chain, sprockets and transmission 
significantly. Your rear wheel slides slightly in dirt under power and engine 
braking; this acts as a cush drive in itself, but road riding causes a lot of extra 
wear and tear on single cylinder supermotard bikes without a cush drive hub. 
Of course if you aren’t keeping your bike for years, this has less impact, but 
you’ll still spend less on chains and sprockets.
The cush drive also provides a much smoother ride and less chain snatch 
at lower revs, and there’s less chance of the rear wheel breaking loose if 
accelerating hard out of corners with a cush drive. The cush drive effectively 
broadens the rev range of your bike as you can use lower revs without chain 
snatch, so less gear changes are needed.
If you adapt wheels from Japanese bikes, these usually use Nissen calipers, 
many of which can bolt straight on to your bike if the distance between the 
mounting bolts is the same. You can then upgrade to some serious braking 
power for as little as $50 for a secondhand sports bike caliper.

NO SPOKE MAINTENANCE & EASIER TIRE CHANGES
What else? No spoke maintenance with cast wheels, and changing your own 
tires is easier with the tubeless tires on cast wheels.
RIGIDITY IMPROVES HANDLING
Motostrano and other motard outfits provide high quality cast wheels for most 
bikes, because the stiffness of cast wheels improve handling in tight corners, 
braking and sudden direction changes when used as a motard option on dirt 
bikes.
CUSTOMISED LOOK
Do cast wheels look better? That’s up to each motard rider. Personally, we 
love it, but if you hate the look, pay double for a budget spoked wheel kit (or 
triple for the quality ones); it’s more important to love your supermotard than 
save the money!
ALLOWANCE FOR AN ACCURATE SPEEDO DRIVE
Most spoked motard wheels don’t make any allowance for using your existing 
speedo, but some cast wheels will allow you to adapt the speedo drive so you 
can use your existing speedo, and get an accurate reading!

THE DOWNSIDE OF CAST WHEELS
What’s not good about cast wheels for motard use? Some cast wheels are 
heavier than spoked wheels, mainly because the cush drive adds weight. 
However, this isn’t always the case and some 250 sports bikes provide wheels 
that are actually a bit lighter than spoked wheels.
Going to jump your motard bike? Stay with spoked wheels, as they have more 
‘give’ in them, and general consensus is that they are stronger and can take 
the stress of jumps much better. Some motard riders on supermoto forums 
say they jump their bikes on cast wheels with no problems, but we reckon play 
it safe, spend the extra money and go the spoked wheels.

before you start
Don’t race out to buy some wheels that look cool, then try to adapt them. You 
need to work your way through all this information narrow down your choices. 
You can do all these measurements and research, choose a set of wheels that 
sound right, and still run into unexpected issues! If you buy wheels from the 
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wreckers, see if they’ll accept returns if you can’t make a given set work. We 
see countless sets of cast wheels advertised because they wound up being 
too hard to adapt, and the bike wreckers wouldn’t accept the wheels back.
Example? We thought we had the perfect set of cast wheels for the KTM, but 
then found out the Brembo caliper wasn’t wide enough to allow the use of a 
floating disc e.g. the circlips holding the disc in place wouldn’t go through the 
narrow caliper.
Also, do a pile of googling to see if someone has done the wheel mod you are 
thinking about. Join some of the bigger motard forums and ask (politely!) if 
anyone has info on the wheels you decide to adapt to your bike.

choosing your wheels
The aim of this info pack is to make your selection, adaptation and fitting 
of cast wheels as simple as possible. Theoretically you could fit almost any 
wheels to a dirt bike, given enough time, money and patience, but our focus 
will be on minimizing the hassles and cost where possible. 
HONDA SPORTS 250 WHEELS RECOMMENDED
In our opinion the best wheels to adapt are the ones we always use:
• three-spoked Honda CBR250R (MC19), Spada 250 or Castel 250 wheels
• six-spoked Honda CBR250RR (MC22) wheels
• five-spoked wheels VTR250 (MC33) 1998 to 2007
• six-spoked CBR400RR 1988 to 1994 (NC23 & NC29) front wheel only
• six-spoked CBR900RR 1994 to 1997 front wheel only, 16 inch diameter)
• three-spoked VTR1000 Firestorm & SuperHawk 1997-2006 (code SC36/
H687) front wheel only (to go with CBR250R MC19 rear wheel above).

Why? Unlike many road bikes, the 250 models have a very narrow rear hub 
so they will fit almost every dirt bike without expensive messy machining of 
the rear hub and sprocket carrier. But the rear rim is four inches wide which 
allows a 140/70-17 or 150/60-17 tyre (these widths are much easier to fit than 
the 160 width common on the motard circuit).
The bolt pattern on the front wheels allow using a 256mm, 276mm, 296mm, 
310mm front disc from other Hondas, the six-spoked wheels can take either a 
220mm or 240mm rear disc which covers most bikes. The three-spoked rear 
wheel has a 220mm disc but a 240mm custom size is available (see end of 
info pack for more information).
If using the six-spoked CBR250RR wheels, the front rim is a 3 inch taking 
a 110/70-17 front tyre which is fine for all but hard core racing. If you prefer 
more rubber on the road, you can opt for the CBR900RR front wheel, the 
smaller 16 inch wheel will work well if you put a 120/80-16 tyre on, this brings 
the outer diameter to just under that of a 17 inch front wheel.
If using the three-spoked CBR250R wheels, the front rim is a 2.5 inch taking 
a 100/80-17 or 110/70-17 front tyres which work well for all but very hard 
cornering. If you prefer more rubber on the road, you can opt for the VTR1000 
front wheel which is a 3.5 inch rim so you can fit 120 or 130 width front tyres. 
BUT I LIVE IN THE UNITED STATES!
While the Honda wheels above are by far the easiest to convert, the main 
objection raised is by riders in the USA. The Honda 250s were not common 
bikes there so it’s hard to find wheels. Most users of our info packs have 
found wheels after a lot of phone calls to wreckers, but occasionally some 
guys have just ordered their rear wheel from a major Australian wrecker for 
around US$250 then had it shipped over, while resorting the much easier to 
find VTR1000 or CBR900RR front wheels which sell for less than US$100 on 
the USA Ebay frequently.
OTHER BIKES TO CONSIDER
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Yamaha FZR/TZR250 models have a good range of front disc sizes – 
267mm, 282mm, 298mm and 320mm. The problem is the rear disc is 
only a 210mm which is too small for most dirt bikes. We haven’t tested 
the rear hub on this but suspect it will be too wide for most bikes.
Suzuki RGV250 models have front discs in 290mm and 300mm but 
again the rear discs only come in 210mm. The rear hub was a tad too 
wide for all the bikes we’ve tested e.g. 10mm on the DRZ400.
The Kawasaki ZZR250 has conveniently sized 300mm front and 220mm 
rear discs but as usual the rear hub needs machining, and the rims 
are quite slim at 2.15 inch front and 3.5 inch rear, at least the mid-80s 
models we tested. Apparently the later models improved so may be 
worth checking out.

MAIN CRITERIA FOR SELECTING YOUR WHEELS
We would strongly suggest trying to get these wheels and save yourself 
a lot of potential dramas with your conversion. You may find it is still 
worthwhile buying a set from overseas if you live in the United States, as 
sometimes they are cheap enough on Ebay or bike ads to make it worth 
the postage.
So let’s list the main things to look out for when choosing your wheels. 
In order of importance, we think the main criteria are:
• width of the rear hub (to avoid machining the hub if possible)
• disc sizes (to avoid the need for custom made discs if possible)
• axle sizes
• whether you can use the cast wheels’ speedo drive
• the width and diameter of the rims.
Remember these should be your main criteria, we’ll now explore each 
one in detail.

width of the rear hub
As mentioned, usually the biggest problem is finding a rear hub narrow 
enough to fit your swingarm. Start by measuring the distance between 
the inside of the rear sprocket to the inside of the rear disc on your hub. 
Your typical dirt bike will measure somewhere around 150 to 155mm 
here.
Your rear cast wheel can usually only go about 10 to 20mm wider. Why? 
Because your rear sprocket can usually go a bit wider without hitting the 
swingarm or the inside of the chain guide, and your rear caliper should 
have some movement to allow your rear disc to be wider as well. The 
three-spoked and six-spoked Honda wheels mentioned will fit within 
this range, and still give you a 150/60-17 tire choice on the rear 4 inch 
rim. The Kawasaki ZZR250 may fit too, but the rear is not only narrower 
(3.5 inch rim with 130/70-17 tire) but a much heavier rim. Suzuki RGV 
wheels are wider again and won’t fit most dirt bikes, but if your disc-
to-sprocket measurement is about 165mm or more then they might be 
worth considering.
The big problem is that the only rear cast wheels that might fit will be 
the 250cc bikes - anything over that size and the rear hub is far too wide 
and needs lots of machining. So look at the 250 sports bikes first when 
you go to the bike wreckers.
What if you have a huge lathe (or a patient friend with one) and like the 
idea of machining the rear hub? Okay, this does allow you to look at 
wider rims (say 4.5 inch to 5 inch) and of course wider tires (say 150/60-
17 to 160/60-17). We would strongly suggest not going overboard - the 
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wider that rim gets the more problems you run into. A common problem  
with a five inch rim is that the chain hits the rim and/or tire, and that’s if 
you can get it into the swingarm at all!

Rear hub

Cush rubber

Cush rubber

Cush rubber

Outer bearing 
(sprocket side)

Bearing 
(disc side)

Inner bearing 
(sprocket side)

Sprocket carrier

This diagram shows what will be involved. If you want to narrow the hub 
by moving the sprocket carrier in 10mm, you will need to machine the 
sprocket carrier by 10mm, cut 10mm off the cush drive rubbers, then 
machine 10mm of the outer lip of the rear hub,  then also machine 10mm 
of the rear hub so that the inner bearing moved 10mm as well.
To keep the rear wheel fairly centered you may need to machine the 
disc side of the rear hub too. This is usually an easier job, but still needs 
careful work to make sure the wheel bearing is moved inward as well.
Sound messy? It is, and why it’s best to avoid machining unless you like a 
challenge of have too much money on your hands.
When lining up your rear sprocket and rear disc, remember these can 
also be moved outward by putting thin washers between them and the 
rear hub. It also pays to use sprocket bolts and disc bolts with a relatively 
flat head to minimize the chances they will hit your swingarm or rear brake 
caliper.
What about centering your rear wheel? This isn’t overly important as it 
doesn’t affect the handling of your bike (although your front wheel must be 
centered correctly). Motard racers often offset their rear wheels by quite a 
lot to enable 170 width tires and more without hitting the chain.

disc sizes
This will usually be your next most important issue. While you can get 
custom brake discs made, it is far easier to just get discs that work 
with your bike. An advantage of the Honda CBR250 wheels we keep 
mentioning is the disc range. Front discs for both six-spoked and three-
spoked wheels are available in 256mm, 276mm, 296mm and 310mm. 
On the rear, the three-spoked wheels all have a 220mm disc, while the 
six-spoked wheels can use either a 220mm or a 240mm disc.

REAR DISC
The first step is to measure your existing rear disc, then see if you can 

Dirt bike discs are only 3 to 4mm 
thick normally, but road discs are 
4 to 5mm thick. If your caliper 
brushes the disc you may need to 
widen it slightly by filing or grind-
ing a fraction off the inside of the 
caliper. To date we’ve only had to 
do this to KTMs.
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CALIPER

HIGH TENSILE NUT

NYLOC NUT

CALIPER 
ADAPTER

HIGH TENSILE 
BOLTS

This caliper adapter was able to fit on the inside of the fork leg.

A more typical setup with the adapter plate on the outside of the fork leg. 
The caliper spacers push the caliper into correct alignment with the disc.

CALIPER 
SPACER
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find cast wheels that match. Dirt bike rear discs are typically 220mm or 
240mm, so try to get cast wheels with the right rear disc. How do you find 
this information? Go to the following website:
www.metalgear.com.au
You can use this to find the disc dimensions of most road bikes in 
existence. It’s important to remember that within a particular manufacturer 
might have a different sized disc that will still work on your chosen 
wheels. An example of this is the rear disc on the Honda CBR250RR is 
220mm, but the 240mm disc from the Honda 929 Hornet fits as well. Use 
the Metal Gear website to work through all the road bikes from a certain 
manufacturer if at first the rear disc size doesn’t match.

FRONT DISC
What about the front disc? Normally you will be wanting a larger disc than 
your standard dirt one, as otherwise your braking will be far too weak for 
serious road riding. One thing to watch out for is that floating discs on 
road bikes are often offset (e.g. they are dish-shaped). This means that 
while the front hub may fit within your forks the offset disc may hit your 
fork leg. 

CALIPER ADAPTER
Anything around 300mm to 320mm is good for motarding but how do 
you move your caliper out for the bigger disc? If you have a 320mm front 
disc, there may be an aftermarket caliper adapter for your bike. Check 
with motard retailers like Motostrano to see if they have one for your bike/ 
Remember though it is set up for the disc alignment of your dirt wheel – 
the cast wheel disc alignment may require you to move the disc outward 
(by putting washers between it and the front hub).
Your other option is to make your own caliper adapter plate. Once your 
front wheel is in place with the appropriate spacers centering the wheel, 
put the front caliper on your new motard disc then squeeze the brakes till 
the caliper is firmly gripping the front disc. 
The trick is to design a caliper adapter plate that will hold your caliper 
in its new position. The easiest way to do this is create a template 
from either very thick cardboard, MDF (medium density fibreboard) or 
masonite. Start with paper or cardboard and sketch out the desired shape 
and holes for your caliper adapter plate. Punch the 8mm holes needed 
for your caliper bolts and see if it all lines up. If so, then make a sturdier 
version in MDF or masonite so you can actually bolt the caliper in place 
and see if it works. This example is one we use to adapt the 310mm disc 
of the CBR250 wheels to the DRZ400 and Yamaha WR450F:

8.5mm

102mm

102mm

8.5mm

All holes are 8.5mm diameter.
102mm from the centre of each hole to the matching one.When you think it is right, you can then get a piece of 6mm to 10mm 

thick alloy plate to hacksaw your plate from, then drill the required holes. 
Caliper bolts are normally 8mm and a good safety feature is to drill your 
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holes at around 8.1mm. This way if your caliper bolts come undone (despite using Loctite) then at least 
they will take a while to unscrew.
Unless you are very lucky with your disc alignment, you will also need caliper spacers to align your disc 
properly with the caliper.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGH TENSILE NUTS & BOLTS
Never use ordinary nuts and bolts for your caliper adapter if these go missing. Motorbike manufacturers 
use  high tensile bolts and nuts that are rated at an 8.8 minimum, you should aim for this or the maximum of 
12.9. These figures are engraved on the top of each bolt. If you plan on doing a lot of stoppies, stunt riding, 
racing or just seriously hard braking, feel free to upgrade all your bolts to the highest 12.9 standard, but 
be aware it is crucial to apply Loctite liberally — the 12.9 standard is so tough that the bolts and nuts don’t 
get a sufficient ‘bite’ into the caliper or adapter metal which helps to fasten things, so your Loctite becomes 
even more important. It may pay to apply your Loctite, let it sit for a while till it sets, then screw everything 
together.  If you’d like to read more about high tensile bolts and nuts, go to this link:
http://www.qldcorvetteclub.com.au/tech/tech_talk/bolts.htm

IS IT SAFE TO USE UNDERSIZED DISCS?
What if you simply can’t get the right discs? An example might be that your rear disc is a 230mm and you 
simply can’t find matching disc for your cast wheels. Can you just use the 220mm instead? This will have 
to be your decision. Your brake pads will typically sit off the disc by 3 to 5mm, a small amount so you won’t 
notice any difference in braking. Over a long period of use you would find that a ridge developed in your 
brake pads, although this wouldn’t occur if you swap back to your dirt wheels frequently. 

CUSTOM-MADE DISCS?
Your other option is a customized disc. There are various custom disc manufacturers who may charge 
around US$300 for an oversize front disc and US$180 for a rear disc. If you are handy with CAD-style 
software you could always design your own disc then send the dxf file to a laser cutter. A fairly standard 
approach would be to have this cut from 420 grade stainless steel at around 7mm thickness, then have 
it machined back to 4mm or your desired thickness (the plates are not completely flat hence having to 
machine them flat). If you shop around you’d be surprised how cheap a custom disc can turn out with this 
method.

axle sizes
This is not such a critical factor with choosing your wheels. Why? Sometimes you can achieve the correct 
fittings for you axle size by simply changing the wheel bearings to an inner diameter (ID) that suits. Two 
good sites for bearings are:
http://www.mxbikes.com/webshop/rec.php?BID=62
http://www.bikebearingshop.co.uk/C2.htm
Simply measure the outer diameter and width of the bearings you have, then see how what range of ID 
there is. You may be able to adapt your wheels to take your stock axles. Remember though, if you are 
going to a wider ID you will need to also replace the inner spacer that runs between the bearings with a 
newly machined one of a wider ID to suit. Don’t try using your wheels without this spacer, you’ll chew your 
bearings up in a few kilometers!
When the cast wheel axles have a smaller ID you can just use the thinner road axles that came with the 
wheels, then use axle shims so that the axles fit snugly in your front forks/swingarm. 
When the cast wheel axles have a larger ID, you can simply design wheel spacers that will slot into the  
wheel bearings and also fit your dirt bike axle. Otherwise you can machine an axle sleeve to fit inside your 
cast wheel hub (a handy tip – if your wheels take a 20mm axle and you need to get these down to 17mm, 
you can easily buy alloy tubing with an outer diameter of 20mm and thickness of 1.2mm which you can 
simply cut to size! Just google ‘alloy tubing’ or similar in your area to find suppliers).
If you decide to use Honda CBR wheels, here are the bearing sizes you can fit:.
FRONT WHEEL: 20x42x12 (standard size), 30x42x7mm,  15x42x13mm, 20x42x8mm
REAR WHEEL: 40x17x12 (standard size).
The first number is the inner diameter, the second is the outer diameter, the third is the width.
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What about when your axles on the cast wheels have a smaller diameter than your existing dirt bike 
wheels? This is how we adapt a front CBR250 wheel with a 20mm axle to the KTM dirt bikes that take 
26mm axles.

20mm front axle for CBR250R or CBR250RR

Fork leg
(non-disc side)

Fork leg
(disc side)

Left wheel 
spacer

Right 
wheel 
spacer

This is how we use axle shims to adapt a rear cast wheel with a 17mm axle to the KTM dirt bikes that take a 20mm rear axle 
normally.

When your the axles on the cast wheels have a larger diameter than your existing dirt bike wheels. This is how we adapt a front 
CBR250 wheel with a 20mm axle to the KLR650 that has a 15mm axle.

Swing arm Swing arm

Right wheel 
spacer

Left wheel 
spacer

17mm rear axle for CBR250R or CBR250RR
Axle 

sleeve

Caliper
bracket

Axle sleeve

Speedo-side 
wheel spacer

These parts slip into the wheel 
bearings of the wheel, allowing 
the thinner axle to be used

Standard KLR650 front axle

Disc-side 
wheel spacer

Fork leg 
(speedo 

drive side) Fork leg

SPEEDO OPTIONS
In most cases you will probably need to buy an electronic speedo like the Trailtech Vapor or Vector speedo 
(see http://trailtech.net/computers.html ). You can program the speedo for your 17inch and 21 inch front 
wheel, and get a tacho, all sorts of odometers, radiator temperature readings, overheating warnings, 
reminders on service intervals and more. You can even sell off your old speedo for enough to cover the 
cost of buying a Trailtech. There is also a cheaper, smaller less comprehensive model called the Endurance 
available.
If you bike has an electronic speedo (like the KTMs and Husabergs) all you need to do is superglue a 
magnet to your disc and you are set. The cheapest magnets are available on Ebay – just search for “rare 
earth magnets” and look for the 1mm thin ones. You should be able to get a pack of 10 for a few dollars, 
which gives you plenty of spares.
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Pirelli Dragon (left) or Diablo (right)

Upper chain 
guide

However, if your bike uses a standard speedo cable setup, there’s 
a chance you may be able to use the speedo drive that comes with 
your front cast wheel. This will only work with the three-spoked 
CBR250R front wheel: all the other front wheels are too wide in the 
hub to allow the speedo drive to fit within the front forks. It will also 
depend on whether the whole assembly will fit within the forks, and 
allow the wheel to be centered as well. If so, the standard speedo 
cable will be too short to reach your speedo (due to the longer forks 
on dirt bikes), so you’ll need to find a suitable dirt bike cable to suit.
If trying this option, you will need the speedo drive from a CBR250R, 
CBR250RR or Honda Spada 250. Please note: most speedo cables 
have square-shaped ends at both ends of the cable. The Honda 
speedo cables actually end in a flat blade (e.g. like a normal screw 
driver) that inserts into the speedo drive, so if your speedo cable has 
the square-shaped end it won’t work. You need to buy the following 
speedo cable:
Honda XR600R speedo cable 1985 to 1991 models (but not 1988) 
PART NO. 44830-MK4-000
We haven’t been able to verify this independently as we don’t own 
DRZ400s anymore, and this info has come from a user of our info 
pack who said this works: we’ve checked the cable ending on the 
exploded parts diagrams at http://fiche.ronayers.com and it certainly 
looks the same.
We’d suggest going to the biggest Honda dealer you can find, see 
if they’ve got this cable in stock, and just see if it will fit into your 
speedo drive and screw on — if so, buy it, as the length should be 
fine. Then let us know and we can confirm this speedo cable works 
for future users of this kit!

WIDTH and DIAMETER OF RIMS
There’s a tendency for everyone to fit the widest tires possible 
when motarding their bikes, but unless you are at the top level of 
motard racing it is simply overkill. The standard setup on most 250 
sports bikes is a 110/70-17 front and 150/70-17, and most of us will 
never corner as low or hard as the 250 track riders can on these 
tires. The high performance 250 sports bikes usually put out 45+ 
horsepower and weigh around 150 to 160kg, so these same tires are 
fine for motarding. Going wider on the rear will usually cause a lot of 
headaches, but less so on the front – you can usually find a 3.5inch 
wide front rim to suit your rear if you look at the larger bikes in a 
given range (e.g. mating the front wheel from a CBR600RR with the 
rear wheel of a CBR250R). 
What about rim diameters? The motard standard is 17 inch front 
and rear, but there’s no reason this can’t be changed. Some sports 
bikes have an 18 inch rear wheel, some have a 16 inch front wheel. 
If a particular combination worked on the larger sports bike it should 
be fine for motard purposes. Remember though, your bike will steer 
faster with the 16 inch wheel, possibly more than you want! This can 
be remedied by fitting a 120/80-16 tyre which will bring your rolling 
diameter to just under that of a 17 inch front rim.

160+ TIRES AND CHAIN RUB
What if you want five inch rims and the widest tire possible, even if it will 
probably be a total headache to adapt? 
TIRES WITH A 160 PROFILE BUT NARROWER EDGE
While a certain degree of chain rub is not dangerous it is preferable to 
avoid it if possible. The ideal solution is picking a tire with the right profile 
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so that the outer edge is not so wide. According to the motard forums the ideal choice in 
this respect is the Maxxis Goldspeed tires. These are street-legal slicks with a narrower 
profile so that the 160 fits neatly in the KTM swingarm with no chain rub. The next best 
choices are the Pirelli Dragon or Diablo tires.
SPROCKET OFFSET
You can offset the rear sprocket with one or two thin washers on each bolt between the 
rear hub and sprocket. This will push your chain out, possibly enough to avoid touching 
the tire.
PLANE THE EDGE OF THE TIRE
You can take the offending edge of the tire off with a carpenters plane. You can safely 
take about a quarter of an inch off but no more as you may start to get close to the inner 
carcass of the tire.
UPPER CHAIN GUIDE
Your chain may not actually touch the tire until you are actually riding and the chain 
bounces from side to side occasionally. If so, then an upper chain guide can prevent 
this movement. You can either make a custom one or just order the genuine KTM item 
from the KTM 625SMC 2004 to 2006 models. It’s made up out of a bracket and two 
slider pieces that completely surround the chain so it can’t go anywhere. You do need 
to modify the swingarm guide a bit and drill an extra hole and thread it in order to fit this 
part to KTM SX and EXC models. The part numbers are as follows:

- part 60 (58307068300 SUPPORT F. CHAIN GUIDE 03)
- 58 (58604067000 CHAIN GUIDE INSIDE 05)
- 59 (58604068000 CHAIN GUIDE OUTSIDE 05).

rear sprocket
Make sure your cast wheels use the same 520 chain that your dirt bike does. If 
sprockets for your cast wheels have a range that covers 38 to 48 teeth you will 
probably find that this will be fine for your motard gearing. 
If you do opt for the CBR250R and CBR250RR wheels, these use 428 chains so 
you need a sprocket suitable for 520 chains. The best is from the Honda XR250:
• RB 1981
• RC/RD 1982-83
• RE 1984
• RF 1985
• RG/HG 1986-87.
These 1999 to 2005 Yamaha sprockets should also fit:
• Yamaha WR400 FL 1999 model
• Yamaha WR400 FM 2000 model
• Yamaha WR400 FN 2001 model
• Yamaha WR426 all year models
• Yamaha WR450 up to at least 2005 model.
If you have trouble finding rear sprockets then a brilliant site to try is:
http://www.wemoto.com/
These guys have the diagrams (example below) of rear sprockets for most bikes 
and you can sift through these looking for sprockets that will fit.
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making your wheel and caliper spacers
An easy way to get your spacers organized is to buy a pile of large washers from 
the hardware store that have a large enough internal diameter to fit your axles, and 
that come in widths of 2mm and 3mm. What you can then do is use combinations of 
these to act as temporary spacers as you fit your wheels, then tighten your axles to 
make sure everything is in place. Subtract or add washers of different lengths until 
you get the right combination that centers your front wheel, and allows the sprocket 
and disc to line up correctly on the rear. Remember to tighten your axle when you 
think you’ve got it right! Sometimes everything looks good, but once you tighten the 
axle something starts to rub.
We usually machine our spacers from 2021 or 6060 alloy, you could use steel but 
would have problems with corrosion. Just google ‘alloy tubing’ or similar terms to find 
suppliers in your area. If possible, find someone who will sell you cheaper offcuts; 
some will only sell 4 metre lengths or longer.
Make sure the outer diameter of your wheel spacers fit snugly into the bearing seals 
on your wheels. If these fit tightly, it makes fitting your wheels easier as the seals will 
hold your spacers in place.
If you are using an oversize front disc so have made a caliper adapter plate, you will 
probably need caliper spacers to align your caliper correctly with the disc. Use the 
same process to work out the width of the caliper spacers. Buy a pile of washers 
to fit on the 8mm caliper bolts, with thicknesses of 1mm to 2 or 3mm. You can use 
combinations of these to make up the desired caliper spacers. Remember to tighten 
your caliper bolts when you think you’ve got it right! Sometimes everything looks 
good, but once you tighten them something starts to rub.
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CBR250R 
(MC19)

LEFT REAR WHEEL SPACER (sprocket side)

RIGHT REAR WHEEL SPACER (disc side)

LEFT AXLE SLEEVE (SPROCKET SIDE)

RIGHT AXLE SLEEVE (DISC SIDE)

20mm

20mm4mm

2mm

LEFT SPACER (non-disc side)

8.2mm

10.2mm

RIGHT SPACER (disc side)

FRONT WHEEL

EXAMPLE OF SPACERS TO BE MACHINED
If gettting a machinist to do your spacers then these kinds of diagrams which make your life much easier. Note 
the outer diameter of the wheel spacers which slot into the dust seals on the Honda wheels neatly.

CALIPER SPACERS X 2
only if needed to align your front 
caliper to the disc

REAR DISC SPACERS X 3
only if needed to align your rear caliper to the disc

REAR WHEEL

28mm

22 mm

20.1mm

25mm

29.5mm

17.1mm

17.2mm

17.2mm

20mm

20mm

13mm

30mm

10mm

33 mm 17.1mm

2 mm
8 mm

28mm28mm

18 mm

20.1mm
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CBR 20mm front axle

Fork leg
(non-disc side)

Fork leg
(disc side)

Left wheel 
spacer

Right 
wheel 
spacer

fitting instructions step by step
This may not apply to everyone’s setup as it is a typical one for a KTM.  No responsibility is taken for 
damage or injury in following these steps. If you aren’t very mechanically-minded, get someone who is to 
supervise you on your first few wheel changes — better safe than sorry... It may pay to write the name of 
each spacer in fine indelible ink to make it even easier.

Fitting is much easier with a proper bikestand, ideally with rubber strips on top to stop the bike sliding 
around during fitting. It is even easier if you find some blocks that can sit under your wheels to position 
them accurately for sliding the axles in. Without these the fitting almost becomes a two man job as you try 
to line everything up to get the axles in!

FRONT WHEEL
Secure the bike on your bikestand, undo the front fork pinch bolts, then remove the front axle and the front 
wheel.

Remove the front caliper bolts.

Place the caliper adapter on the inside of the fork leg and insert the high tensile bolts from the inside of the 
forks.

Screw the high tensile nuts and locknuts on using Loctite.

Place the motard front wheel within the forks. Place a block under the front wheel for ease of fitting.

Ensure the left wheel spacer is on the CBR axle then slide in from the non-disc side. Never force the axle 
in, you just need to jiggle the fork legs till they line up properly for the axle.

Once the axle is through, slide the right wheel spacer into the fork leg, then tighten the front axle bolt 
(ideally with Loctite applied). 

Pry the brake pads apart on the caliper for easier fitting, then place on the disc.

Apply Loctite to the caliper bolts then insert through the caliper adapter, the caliper spacers, and into the 
caliper itself. Tighten.

Tighten the fork pinch bolts, ideally with Loctite applied. Tighten these alternately, as you will slightly loosen 
the neighboring bolt as you tighten each one.

Pump your front brake until the pads are securely against the disc.

Reset your speedo for the circumference of the motard wheel.

IMPORTANT: Pump your front brakes until the pads are against the disc! Otherwise you’ll go sailing 
into your first corner with no brakes until you’ve pumped them around half a dozen times.
Spin the wheel, and double check all bolts and parts for safety issues. If the front wheel is centred 
correctly but the disc is hitting the caliper, then you haven’t ground or filed enough from the caliper 
for the wider front disc.
Ride carefully for the first few kilometers, checking for any problems. Remember there is a slight 
flex in the wheel when cornering and you may find the wider front disc just rubs against the caliper 
during corners. If so, you haven’t filed enough of the caliper to allow for the wider front disc.
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REAR WHEEL
Remember you will probably not be able to fit any rear motard wheel without removing the chain guard or 
trimming the inside of the guard where the wheel will hit during installation.

Ensure the bike is firmly sitting on your bikestand and not likely to move around.

Remove the axle nut and rear axle, push the dirt wheel forward, then remove the chain from the sprocket 
and drape it along the swingarm out of the way.

Remove the rear wheel. You will probably need to slide the rear caliper toward you to make room for this.
Prize your rear caliper brake pads apart for easier fitting.
Slide the motard rear wheel in, with the spacers in place already. It usually helps to slide the rear caliper 
toward you as far as possible, then lean the top of the wheel slightly to the left as you ease it in. The caliper 
will easily scratch the wheel so take it easy, and drape a rag over the caliper if worried about scratches.
Insert a block under the wheel to line it up accurately for inserting the axle.
Put the chain tensioner block and shorter axle shim on the CBR rear axle.
Partially insert the axle, then fit the chain to the sprocket.
Tap the 17mm axle in gently to about two thirds of the way in; don’t burr the thread by forcing it. 
Now insert the 3mm washer against the right wheel spacer (see below). I’ve kept this as two parts as it was 
too difficult to get the spacer in otherwise!
Now insert the axle completely. You may need to jiggle the axle slightly as you tap the axle shim into the 
chain adjuster block and then the swingarm when the axle is almost completely in.
Gently slide the longer axle sleeve onto the axle, until it is through the swingarm and the rear caliper 
bracket. You may need to jiggle the rear caliper. This is where having a block under the rear wheel helps!
Put your other chain tensioner block on the axle then tighten the rear axle bolt, ideally with Loctite.

Pump your rear brake until the pads are firmly against the rear disc.

Spin the wheel and ensure everything has fitted properly. You shouldn’t need to widen your caliper for the 
slightly wider rear disc on the CBR wheel, but if it does rub then you will need to take about one millimeter 
of each side of the caliper where it is near the rear disc.

IMPORTANT: Pump your rear brake until the pads are against the disc! Otherwise you’ll go sailing 
into your first corner with no brakes until you’ve pumped them around half a dozen times.
Ride carefully for the first few kilometers, checking for any problems. Remember there is a slight 
flex in the wheel when cornering and you may possibly find the wider rear disc just rubs against the 
caliper during corners. If so, you will need to file the caliper to allow for the wider disc.

Supplied chain tensioner 
block (you can buy a 
standard KTM one if 
wanted)

Swing arm Swing arm

Right wheel 
spacer

3mm wide 
washer

Left wheel 
spacer

CBR250R, CBR250RR or Spada axle
Axle 

sleeve

Axle sleeve

Caliper
bracket

KTM chain 
tensioner 
block
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LEFT WHEEL 
SPACER

HIGH TENSILE 
BOLTS

CHAIN TENSIONER 
BLOCK

CALIPER 
BRACKET

RIGHT WHEEL 
SPACER

RIGHT WHEEL 
SPACER

Typical rear wheel setup: CBR250R wheel on KTM525EXC
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CRITICAL SAFETY ISSUES
PUMP YOUR BRAKES BEFORE RIDING
Because the pads are prized apart to take the wider discs, you will need to apply the brakes up to six times before 
your brakes work again. It is crucial to do this before riding, otherwise you’ll sail into your first corner without brakes!

APPLY LOCTITE TO ALL BOLTS
Again, it is crucial to apply Loctite or another bolt adhesive to your front and rear disc/rotor bolts, caliper bolts, 
sprocket bolts and axle bolts. Recheck everything before you ride, you can never be too cautious.

CHECK THE CAST WHEELS REGULARLY
Honda make great wheels. The CBR250s have been used by many riders in road racing, and on older models some 
of these wheels have seen 20 years of racing with no problems. Generally you should have no troubles unless you 
jump the bike, hit a curb hard, or crash the bike. If damaged, cast wheels typically show stress fractures that gradually 
increase in size, so it pays to regularly check your wheels for these, especially during tire changes when you can 
check the inside of the rims. The moment these show it is time to replace the wheel.
CHECK, DOUBLE CHECK, AND TRIPLE CHECK
Whether you are changing to motard wheels, your standard wheels, or just taking a wheel off to replace a tyre, get in 
the habit of double and triple checking all your bolts, nuts, brake lines, wheels and so on. Here are the only two issues 
we’ve heard of from guys using these cast wheels...
The first situation, a guy got interupted by a phone call and forgot to tighten his front axle when swapping to the 
cast wheels. Thirty minutes later the front wheel wobbled uncontrollably and he went for a slide along the bitumen. 
Thankfully just a bit of grazing and some new plastics needed.
Second, another guy had the little bolt work loose that holds the front brake line to the fork. When off-roading, the disc 
was gradually wearing through the brake line on full suspension compression, and he completely lost his front brake 
down a steep mountain road into a tight left hander. He says he just managed to get around by half locking up the rear 
wheel and sliding the bike through the corner, so it all ended well. The conclusion? Become a safety freak!
BEARING SIZES
It’s a good idea to check your bearings each time you have the wheels off the bike. These can get bad enough to 
seize up, chew out your wheels and lead to an accident. 
The front wheel bearings are: 6004RS (20x42x12 Sealed ball bearings)
The rear wheel bearings are: 6203LU (17x40x12)
The sprocket drive bearing is: 6204DU.

gearing etc
Gearing is very personal of course.  We’ve found a 45 tooth on the rear wheel is usually about right for six-speed 
gearboxes, but you’ll probably want to go down to a 40 or 42 tooth if you have a five-speed gearbox. You’ll want larger 
sprockets if you are racing on tight tracks, or prefer acceleration over easy cruising at 100 km/h.
Also, you may want to minimise the changeover hassles and use the same chain for road and dirt setups. This is fine 
but of course there will be compromise involved. The 45 tooth rear is very tall for trail riding; however if you work out 
your chain length closely you may find you can fit the motard 45 tooth rear when the rear wheel is further out along the 
swingarm, and fit possibly a dirt 48 tooth with the rear wheel moved in along the swingarm.
Another possible option is to change your front sprocket; it would add a few minutes to your changeover time but 
would mean less compromise.
Finally, you can simply put different sprockets and chains with each setup; it’s a bit time consuming but there’s no 
compromise with your gearing, and you’ll get maximum wear from your chains and sprockets too.
If you want to experiment, the good news is that genuine KTM sprockets and chains often go very cheaply on Ebay as 
some bike stores scrap the factory alloy ones and fit steel ones straight away. 
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change over
Ideally your changeover time from trail to motard should only take 15 minutes once you get the hang of it. 
Always use a bike hoist to raise your bike, and ensure it is carefully balanced to ensure your safety. Ideally 
it should be a two-person job with one person stabilizing the bike. Rubber grips on the top of your bike hoist 
can greatly reduce the chances of your bike spinning or sliding off the hoist. Always use Loctite on all bolts 
when fitting your wheels!

GEARING AND SPROCKETS
One way to minimize the hassle is to use the same chain and rear sprocket sizes if possible. If you run 
this way, it is advisable to run the largest countershaft sprocket possible and match this to a small rear 
sprocket, say around 37 to 42 teeth. If you want lower gearing for trail, you can then put on a much 
smaller countershaft sprocket, and with care, you can use the same chain and just adjust your snail cams 
accordingly.
However, if you aren’t happy with compromising your gearing and uneven wear, it’s better to simply have a 
chain and set of sprockets for each setup, and simply add 10 minutes to your changeover time.

copyright
This information in this kit is the result of huge amounts of work, experimenting and frustration. We’ve made 
this information pack very cheap to help other riders make cheap motard kits for their dirt bikes, and it 
would be appreciated if you didn’t break copyright on this and simply directly others to our site at:
http://home.exetel.com.au/bkm/cast-wheels-motard-drz/

handy sites
Metal Gear (www.metalgear.com.au) They have the disc measurements for almost every bike in 
existence so you can often find different sized discs that will fit your hubs, and they can also make custom 
discs at very reasonable prices and ship worldwide.
Tanga Moteurs (service.tanga-moteurs.com) exploded parts diagrams for most bikes
We Moto (www.wemoto.com) diagrams showing the specifications on rear sprockets for most bikes
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CBR900RR wheels adapted to a KTM 525EXC. The 3.5 inch front wheel was 
quite easy, but the 5.5 inch rear took huge amounts of machining, is tricky to fit, 
and the chain keeps hitting the tire!

Kawasaki ZZR250 wheels adapted to the KTM 525EXC. A relatively easy 
conversion, but the ZZR rims are quite narrow, heavy, and the rear hub needs 
machining as it is slightly too wide.
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identifying suitable honda 
three spoked wheels

CBR250R (MC19) 1988-1989 WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: MT2.50x17 J 17xMT2.50 DOT
20mm front axle
100/80-17 or 110/70-17 front tyre
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 8mm

VTR1000 FRONT 
WHEEL
Models: Firestorm & SuperHawk
Years: 1997-2006
Type code: SC36/H687

Stamped: J 17xMT3.50 DOT
77R HONDA ENKEI
20mm front axle
120/60-17 or 120/70-17 tyre
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal disc diameter: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to 
opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 
6mm
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CBR250R (MC19) REAR WHEEL
VT250L REAR WHEEL
SPADA REAR WHEEL
SPADA REAR WHEEL
CASTEL REAR WHEEL 
These four models share the same wheel.
Stamped on wheel: J17xMT4.00 DOT
17mm rear axle
140/70-17 or 150/60-17 tyre
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 88mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 110mm
Number of bolts: 3
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 10mm
If your bike has a 240mm rear disc, then two 
groups in Brisbane, Australia, do custom 
discs for these. Look for LTRBRAKING on the 
Australian Ebay, and also Metal Gear (www.
metalgear.com.au). A custom rear disc will be 
around AUD$130.

There may be more information stamped on the wheels, but 
we’ve given the main info for identifying your wheels.
This information is based on models imported to Australia. 
We can’t guarantee that all models worldwide have the same 
specifications, but no indication of any changes can be found. 
This is not an exhaustive list, only wheels tested to date. If 
you find other Honda wheels that have the same bolt hole 
pattern there is a very good chance they will work with this 
motard adaptation. Some early Honda 400 and 600 models 
have the same three-spoke configuration and front disc bolt 
pattern so there’s a good chance they’d work with this pack, 
and you’d get the wider rim too. But remember no guarantee! 
Use the Metal Gear site at www.metalgear.com.au to find 
Honda wheels that have the same disc bolt pattern.
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CBR250RR (MC22) FRONT WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: J 17xMT3.00 DOT MT3.00x17 Enkai
20mm front axle
Takes a 110/70-17 front tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 6mm

FIREBLADE FRONT WHEELS
CBR900RR 1994-1997
Stamped on wheel: J16 x MT3.50 DOT Enkai
20mm front axle
Takes a 130/70-16 front tyre as standard (we recommend 
120/80-16 for motard use)
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 74mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of actual bolts for disc: 6mm
CBR900RR 1995-1998 & CBR400RR 1988 -1994
Haven’t tested these wheels yet but have the right bolt 
pattern, and also 17 inch. Very good chance they’ll  work.

VTR250 1998-2007 (MC33) FRONT WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: 17M / CXMT 3.00 DOT
15mm front axle
Takes a 110/70-17 front tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 58mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 75mm
Number of bolts: 6
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 8.5mm
Remember this wheel has the same specs except for five 
‘spokes’ and a smaller diameter axle. You would need 
to knock out the bearings, replace with 20mm ID ones, 
machine a new hub spacer (or adapt the old one). A lot of 
extra work, so only recommended if you can’t access the 
wheels above.
NOTE: Don’t confuse this with the VTR250 models from 
the 1980s (only three ‘spokes’ and rear drum brake).

identifying suitable 
honda six spoked wheels
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CBR250RR (MC22) REAR WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: J17xMT4.00 DOT Enkai
17mm rear axle
140/70-17 or 150/60-17 tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 105mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 125mm
Number of bolts: 4
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 10.5mm

VTR250 1998-2007  
(MC33) REAR WHEEL
Stamped on wheel: J17MXMT 4.00 DOT
17mm rear axle
Takes a 140/70-17 tyre as standard
DISC BOLT PATTERN
Internal diameter of disc: 105mm
Centre of one bolt hole to opposite one: 125mm
Number of bolts: 4
Diameter of bolt holes for disc: 10.5mm
Remember this wheel has the same specs except for 
having five ‘spokes’. 
NOTE: Don’t confuse this with the VTR250 models from 
the 1980s (only three ‘spokes’ and rear drum brake).

All the above information is based on models imported to Australia. We can’t guarantee that all models 
worldwide have the same specifications, but no indication of any changes could be found.
This is not an exhaustive list, only wheels tested to date. If you find other Honda wheels that have the same 
bolt hole pattern there is a very good chance they will work with this motard adaptation.
Usually there is more information stamped on the wheels, only the relevant wheel size has been mentioned.
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items we have be able to help with
As with everything we do, 
these items are just above 
cost price to keep our site 
running, updated, and create 
new info packs.
DISC ADAPTERS
We do three types of these 
for just the Honda wheels. 
If you asked very nicely 
we might be willing to do a 
custom disc adapter to suit 
other types of wheels, but it 
would probably cost around 
AUD$120 by the time we 
designed it, had it laser cut, 
then shipped to you. But 
if you are determined to 
use something other than 
the Honda wheels you can 
always ask us.
We get our existing disc 
adapters laser cut from 4mm 
billet steel for safety, then 
you buy the required high 
tensile bolts and nuts etc.

CALIPER ADAPTER PLATES
We do caliper adapter plates for the KTM, and then one for 
Nissen calipers found on most Japanese bikes.
The KTM one will fit your KTM or Husaberg if the bolt holes 
in your fork leg for your front caliper are 95mm  apart (this 
needs be measured from the centre of one bolt hole to 
the centre of the other one). There are are two sizes, for a 
310mm or a 320mm front disc (this assumes your standard 
disc is 260mm).
We’ve designed the Japanese one specifically for the 
DRZ400, WR450F, WR250F, XR400 and XR650R. It will fit 
other models if the bolt holes in your fork leg for your front 
caliper are 102mm apart (this needs be measured from 
the centre of one bolt hole to the centre of the other one). 
There are are two sizes, for a 310mm or a 320mm front 
disc, assuming your existing front disc is a 250mm one.
The caliper adapter plates for the Honda XR400 or 
XR650R allow use of a 300 or 310mm disc (this is because 
the standard front disc is a smaller 240mm diameter).

CUSTOM FULL FLOATING BRAKE DISC
We’ve taken the plunge and ordered a batch of custom 
made 310mm full floating brake discs that bolt directly 
to the Honda wheels mentioned in this info pack. It is 
designed and manufactured by Metal Gear in Germany to 
the highest international standards. We are stocking these 
at AUD$230 at just above cost price, to help out anyone 
wanting the best braking quality possible. These discs are 
on par, or exceed, the standards of the best discs out there 
retailing for AUD$380 for motard racing.

For the CBR250R three-spoked front wheel 
and five-spoked VTR250 front wheel. Allows 
bolting on a Suzuki GSXR 600 floating front 
disc (K8 & K9 models). These discs are 
available cheaply on Ebay.

For all six-spoked Honda front wheels mentioned 
in this info pack, as well as three-spoked 
VTR1000 front wheels. Allows bolting on a 
GSXR 600 floating front disc (K8 & K9 models).

For all six-spoked Honda front wheels 
mentioned in this info pack, as well as three-
spoked VTR1000 front wheels. Allows bolting 
on a GSXR 600 floating front disc (K8 & 
K9 models), as well as any DRZ400, KTM, 
Husaberg, WR450F or DR650SE discs.

KTM/Husaberg caliper adapter plate

DRZ400, WR450F, 
XR400 etc caliper 
adapter plate
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VTR250 (MC33): Rear wheel is the same as above except for five spokes, it 
should be easier to access in the USA as it is an official import. It also has a 
smaller diameter front axle so would need different bearings and a central hub 
spacer machined.

CBR250RR: 17 inch wheels, 3 inch front rim, 4 inch rear rim.

CBR900RR: the 16 inch front wheel can be used with this kit as other than the 16  
diameter and 3.5 inch rim width the specs are the same as the CBR250RR wheel.


